
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PROCESS OF MCDONALDS

Technology & Maritime Transport Strategic Management 12th Week Project is a 6 Strategic Plan McDonald's strategic
plan is called 'PLAN TO WIN'. . and duplication of all their food prep processes in every restaurant.

It is a world not for the passive but for those who commit to positive accomplishments. However, the low
setup cost of fast food outlets and franchising create rapid expansion in that operators keep prices low so as to
attract customers Gilbert,  The company is guided by its operational strategic goals of lower costs, quality
products delivered at quick speed in a flexible environment Business Wire, ; Rapoza,  Same-store sales for the
global, quick-casual, restaurant chain have been under pressure. Macro environment analysis in India After
years of economic dwindling, the Indian economy is fast growing in recent years, thus impacting positively on
the fast food industry. In retrospect, I think that McDonald's should have kept that operation. It is important
for management to organize and coordinate activities that relate to the establishments policies. In addition,
discussions, interviews, and surveys can be used to analyze the 55 Organizations also need to analyze the
external environment. For example, while developing the human resources strategy involving employee
training, things that must be considered include how the training will be delivered, when the training will take
place, and how the cost of training will be covered. However if needed any attempt should be made to hold
share, because the rewards will be a cash cow if market share is kept. The company should first focus on the
worst problems, then move onto the other problems once those have been addressed. In a company 's
evolution phase, they must focus on growth and what it takes to get achieve success. Redesigned menus met
the demand for healthier quick service meals in the last decade by introducing salads, more chicken dishes,
wraps and other items. For the entire company, the October sales decline of 1. The strategy evaluation should
include challenging metrics and timetables that are achievable. This includes employee interaction with other
employees, employee interaction with management, manager interaction with other managers, and
management interaction with shareholders. I would also state that McDonald's was facing some very strong
same-store sales from , thus presenting a high bar to jump in  Strategy Implementation Strategy
implementation involves putting the strategy into practice. References Ali, I. The momentum carried the brand
until the effects of misguided decisions in recent years put McDonald 's into another downward spiral
Ultimately they guide employees towards 'valued' behaviour.


